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Abstract 
Lin, J.P., Homotopy commutative obstructions for liftings, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 87 (1993) 169-186. 
In this paper we study the c2 invariant originally introduced by Williams. In particular, it has 
been shown to be useful to know when the c2 invariant of an H-map lands in the modules 
PH*(X) @ PH*(X), for X a homotopy commutative H-space. New methods using projective 
planes are introduced and examples are given where the c,-invariant does not lie in 
PH*(X) @ PH*(X). This paper corrects an error in [J.P. Lin and F. Williams, Primitivity of the 
cz invariant, J. Pure Appl. Algebra 43 (1986) 289-2981. 
1. Introduction 
The homotopy commutative invariants of Williams have recently been studied 
by many authors. For example, Hemmi has shown that a cpr up finite N-space has 
the mod p homotopy type of a torus and McGibbon has proven a similar result 
for a cp loop space [3,16]. In this paper, we study the c2 obstructions of H-maps 
into Postnikov systems. This topic is of particular interest because it occurs 
frequently in the study of higher-order cohomology operations for such spaces. 
In ‘Primitivity of the c2 invariant’ [13], there is a mistake in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1, although the statement of the theorem remains correct. In this 
paper, we correct the error and clarify the impact on papers that have used [13] as 
well as discuss counterexamples to the proof as originally published. Until 
recently, the approach to the study of the c invariants has often been geometric, 
relying on pictures of homotopies and carefully verifying that such homotopies 
actually lie in induced fibre spaces. Although this method has been used by 
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Zabrodsky [20] and others with success, it is also particularly prone to error as 
there are often too many details to check when one studies the situation in higher 
dimensions. 
The approach taken here is to pass to the projective spaces that filter the 
classifying space. Hemmi [I] and others have identified the homotopy commuta- 
tive invariants of Williams via certain ‘axial’ maps between projective spaces that 
were first defined by Stasheff [17, 181. Using these maps as well as certain maps 
that induce differentials in the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, we are able to 
study these problems without having to resort to drawing homotopies. This 
approach is both more powerful and precise. In a subsequent paper, the author 
will use this method to generalize several of the homotopy-theoretic results first 
proved geometrically in the sixties. 
Throughout this paper we make the following assumptions. All coefficients will 
be Z, and all spaces will have Z, homology of finite type. Further the symbol X 
will denote a simply connected H-space with QH’“‘“(X) = 0 and H,(X) an 
associative ring. Note a simply connected finite H-space X satisfies &H”“““(X) = 0 
[4]. It follows that there exist representatives for QH”“d(X) with reduced 
coproduct in [H*(X) @ H”(X) [6]. 
Recall from [ll, 131 that we have the following situation. There is a diagram of 
H-spaces and maps 
BE is the homotopy fibre of Bg and Bg is a double loop map. BK, is a generalized 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane space. BK = Bl? x ,!? where Bl? is a generalized Eilenberg- 
Mac Lane space. fi is a product of universal examples for transpotence elements, 
(p2,(x) for 12 3. 
If Tr, : BK+ BE is projection, then the composition 
XLlf-BKLBk 
satisfies 
ii[qBf] E c$H*(X)@ H*(X). 
Further, we assume 
(1.1) 
(1.2) [ BgBf] is 3-fold decomposable in H*(X) . 
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If P2 = P,OX, the projective plane of flX, since 3-fold cup products vanish in 
H*(P,), there is a diagram 
(1.3) 
The H-retraction 0 P2+ flX yields a commutative diagram of H-spaces and 
H-maps 
l2X-fJP,--+ K 
f 
(1.4) 
Our assumptions will imply c(f) = *. So there will be a commutative diagram 
(1.5) 
In this paper we will prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1 
[r] E PH*(RX)@ F, + F,@ PH*(fJX) + PH”(flX)C3PH*(RX), 
where F2 = n -‘(im g* @ im a*). 
The precise statements proven in Section 3 are 
(1 @ml = [w3(EA3>87* - Luwf,.z)(E"3)1* > (3.12) 
(A @ l)[y] = [w3(~h3)0r]* - [Bgj’f;,,(EA3)]* . (3.15) 
These formulas are explained in detail in Chapter 3. We give a brief description 
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here: 7 is adjoint to y. w3 : X A X A X-+ BK, describes the 3-fold decomposabili- 
ty of Wf. fi,z and f2,1 capture terms involving the N-deviation D,. 
E : CfiX+ X is the evaluation map. The map 
is Z(1 + T + 7’) where 7 is the cyclic permutation, 7(x,, x2, xg) = (x2, x3, x,). 
Roughly speaking, (3.12) and (3.15) imply that if Bf is not an H-map or if BgBf 
is 3-fold decomposable, [r] may not lie in PH*(RX) @ PH*(RX). The error in 
[13] lies in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof in 1131 would imply that if We is 
null homotopic then [-y] E PH*(flX) @ PH*(flX). In Chapter 4, we describe an 
example due to Slack which shows that the proof in [13] must be incorrect. 
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 will rely on an alternative description of the c 
invariant due to Hemmi [l]. We will use 2 to denote Z0X and P,, to denote 
P,nX. By [l] there exists an ‘axial’ map 
(1.6) 
If we apply the Hopf construction to (1.6) we obtain 
Suspending (1.3) we obtain 
(1.7) 
By [l, Theorem 3.51, y is the triple adjoint to vq = 7. Using the Hopf construc- 
tion we also have maps 
that induce 1 @a on cohomology. 
It follows that to prove Theorem 1.1, it will suffice to show 
(1@~)[~]=[~~(1~&)]Eim(~*~im(~*@ima*. (1.8) 
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(Here we have suppressed shifts of dimension due to suspension isomorphisms.) 
We prove (1.8) in the following way. 
In Section 2, we prove that transpotence elements have certain properties with 
respect to axial maps. The reader may want to read Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 
2.3 and then skip to Section 3. In Section 3, the 3-fold decomposability of BgBf 
comes into the picture. We show that the analysis reduces to mapping a 
cofibration sequence into a fibration sequence. When three consecutive maps are 
determined, one can use adjointness to continue filling in a commutative ladder. 
This allows us to compute the triple adjoint of a map 7 which turns out to be the 
desired y. 
In Section 4 certain examples are computed that are counterexamples to [13]. 
In these examples, BgBf is actually trivial. The proof in [13] would then imply 
[-y] E PH*(flX) @I PH*(oX). This is shown to be impossible. Our analysis shows 
in this example that [r] E F2 8 PH*(L!X) + PH*(OX) @ F,, where F2 = 
2 -‘(im (T* @ im (T*). 
At this point we should comment briefly on how the new proof of Theorem 1.1 
impacts on papers that have used the results of [13]. The papers [6-111 remain 
correct. The papers [9, lo] depend on papers [S, 111. These papers use Theorem 
1.1 exactly as stated. Similarly for [7]. 
The proofs in [14] and [12] are incorrect and can be traced to the improper use 
of Theorem 1.1 in [14, Proposition 5.21. 
2. Transpotence and higher c invariants 
Given an H-space X, the projective spaces of 0X filter X 
Let i, : P,OX+ X denote the inclusion. Henceforth, we will abbreviate P,OX 
simply by P, and P, = 32X by 2. 
The multiplication on X is ‘filtered’ in the following manner. There exist axial 
maps c;,~ and a commutative diagram 
p, x p, 
(k.1 
- P!t+t 
=k,k,Xal.l. I I ak+l.k'+l' 
P,. x P,, ‘” Pk’+,’ 
Ik,Xi,, 
I I 
it,+/, 
XXXLX (2.2) 
for k 5 k’, 1 I I’, the vertical maps are induced by the inclusions of (1.1). 
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The projective spaces P, act as universal spaces for an-classes defined by 
Stasheff [17]. Roughly speaking, if an element z of H*(RX) is an an-element, 
then there exists an element w E H*(P,) such that w hits z via the map 
H*(P,,)%H*(mX) = H*-‘(OX) . 
This is discussed in [17]. We will assume the reader has some familiarity with 
these results. 
The classic examples of a, classes that are not a, + , classes are the transpotence 
elements qy(x), where n = 2’ and x is an algebra generator of H*(X) of height 2’. 
For the purpose of this discussion, we will always assume I? 3. Also since 
&H”“““(X) = 0, the degree of x will always be odd. 
Let deg x = k. The notation K(k) will always mean K(Z,, k). Let 
w : K(k) i K( 2’k) be defined 
fined by w; (i21k) = i:‘,-‘. Then 
by w*(&) = ii’. Let w , : K(4k)+ K(2’k) be de- 
there is a commutative diagram 
Sq2kSqk 
K(k) B K(4k) 
\J 
w WI 
K( 2’k) 
If J!? is the fibre of w, &, the fibre of w,, there is a commutative diagram 
K(2’k - 1)= K(2’k - 1) 
I 
I 
II 
K( 2’k) (2.3) 
with f*(ik) = x. 
In fact, h can be chosen to be an infinite loop map. Looping (2.3) we obtain 
i”‘:: 2j\ ^ 
fJE_fIE p/q_; 
I 
flP1 
RXnfK(k-1) - K(4k - 1) (2.4) 
We have 
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nB = K(k - 1) x K(2’k - 2) , L?,?, = K(4k - 1) x K(2’k - 2) 
and the transpotence can be defined by Op(l@ i21k_2) = (p2,(x). Further, Rh can 
be chosen so that 
(R/2)*( l@ i2~kP2) = l@ i2+2 . 
This follows because Ok? is a product as H-spaces, so in general, 
(L?nh)“(l@ i2fk_2) = ai,-, @ 1 + 163 iZ+2 
where ai,-, E PH*( K(k - 1)). Changing h by the map 
^ 
EP’K(k)+ K(2’k - l)L E, 
has the desired effect. 
We conclude 
(p2,(x) = Of”*(flh)*(l@ i2bp2) . 
We now combine the concepts of projective space and transpotence. Recall that 
all y1 + l-fold cup products vanish on P,,. It follows that there is the following 
commutative diagram: 
(2.5) 
Theorem 2 1 2 E 
Proof. 
K(2’k - 1) is adjoint to the transpotence. 
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Looping and adjointing (Y,,~, we obtain 
and f2i,a’,,, is the identity [18], so 
From (2.5) we obtain 
1 h 1 
E - E, 
- K(4k) (2.6) 
where [fc,32] = (fc,,2)*(i) - pFcF,,2p(i) - pTcr,2p(i), andp, : l5 x P, + _I$ x *, 
P2 : l5 x P2 + * x P2 are the projections. 8 exists since [Or<& X l)] E 
zH*(_z)2c3zH*(x) and 2-fold products vanish in ZZZ*(_E). It follows that 
[fc, 2] = [O( 1 x i2)] since they differ by an element that factors through Ow, = *. 
So [K] E H*(X)@im i2*. Similarly [?c,,~] E im m* C3 II*( We conclude the 
following: 
Theorem 2.2. 
[fci 2] E im (T* @Jim iz* , [fc2,,] E im il @im ~7* .
Proof. The second fact is proved similarly using the maps P, X J? 3 P,. 0 
Corollary 2.3. [ fc, ,2] factors 
- 
fc1.2 
2 x P, pK(2’k - 1) 
lXAl w Ta 
zx(zAz)B rx(&nr)XX(XAX) 
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Proof. H*(X) is concentrated in odd degrees since H*(flX) is even-dimensional. 
Therefore, [~c~,~I E ZHodd(z) 8 ZZZ’“‘“(Z’,). Since &H”“““(X) = 0, ZHeye”(P2) f’ 
im i,* is decomposable. Now the following diagram 
(2.7) 
commutes by [19, Theorem A]. 0 
Recall from Section 1 we assumed BK = BE X is a generalized 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane space. fi is a product of 2-stage Postnikov systems that are 
universal for transpotence elements, as described by (2.3). The fibre P of fi is a 
product of K(2’k-1)‘s for various I and k. Let BK’ = Bl? X P. Then there is a 
factorization 
--XL BKB” BK, 
fi Bw’ 
P,- BE’---+ BE 
I 
i ’ 
I 
P,-BK’-BK- 
fi BI’ Bg BK1 (2.9) 
where BE’ is the fibre of BgBj’ = Bg’. Hence in diagram (1.3) we may choose 
f, = (Bw’)f; . (2.10) 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
BgBf being 3-fold decomposable implies there is a commutative diagram 
(3.1) 
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Consider the cofibration sequence P2 + P, z 2 A3 -+ 2 P,. There is a commuta- 
tive diagram 
(3.2) 
Diagrams (2.2), (2.9) and (3.2) imply there is a commutative diagram 
K, 
Cl.1 fi J\ 
xxx- P2 -BE’* BE 
1x1 
I I 
T 
Cl.2 
2 x P, - P, --BK’& BK 
fi 
I , I 
I 
A2 BR 
3 
Z^--X 
Al 
I 
- BK, (3.3) 
FAT wz 
Let 7: Zn3+CA3 be the cyclic permutation 7(x1, x2, x3) = (x2, x3, xl). Define 
8 : C(z: ^‘) + ~c(~ “‘) by 8 = C( 1 + 7 + 7”). 
Lemma 3.1. The following diagram commutes: 
f’; 
x(2 A P,)&xPx - B2K’ 
I(lAh) 
I I 
B’R& 
Z(S q ---p&X h3) - B*K 1 , [W3(F” )I 
Here f ‘; is adjoint to f; and xc, ,2 is obtained from the Hopf construction on c,,~. 
Proof. One only needs to check this on a fundamental class i in H*(B*K,). By 
construction 
(B’gBj’f i)*(i) = si; (2 ajbici) 
and 
[w3(eh3)]‘*(i) = c s(cT*(aj) @ a*(b,) @ a*(~~)) . 
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Then 
By Corollary 2.3 there is a commutative diagram 
(3.5) 
Here f,,, is defined to be a product of maps of the form 6 from Corollary 2.3. 
Since BK’ = Bf? X P and d(Bf)* restricted to H*(BK) lies in ,$H*(X) @I H*(X) 
these terms go to zero in H*(Z)@Z9*(P,). [f,,2(~“‘l)]’ is adjoint to f,,2(~h3). 
If we combine diagrams (3.1)-(3.5) and use the prime notation for adjoints, we 
obtain a large diagram 
Note that the diagram commutes with the exception of the bottom triangle. The 
left column is part of a cofibration sequence; the right column is a fibration 
sequence. 
We now consider some general facts about maps of cofibration sequences to 
fibration sequences. The reader may skip ahead past Proposition 3.3 to see how 
the proof is completed. 
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Consider the following diagram: 
A RK 
f 
I I 
6 
B&F 
11 I 
i 
P 
C-E 
e 
I I 
P 
ZAA K 
Zf 
I I 
B&T 
XB BF (3.7) 
The left column is a cofibration sequence, the right column is a fibration 
sequence, and the diagram commutes. The map (Y is induced by p and y. Let 
1, : * -L ei, 1, : * = if, 1, : * L- .Xfe, be the standard null homotopies associated to the 
mapping cone construction. 
Lemma 3.2. Lel, - 1, f : A+ OXA is homotopic to the inclusion map a+ [a, t]. 
Proof. Consider C = CA Uf B = Cf, the mapping cone off. XA 21 CB lJj C = Ci, 
the mapping cone of i. 
1, : A+ LC, l,(a)(t) = {[a, tl}, l,(a)(O) = *, Ma)(l) = {[a, 11>= if(a). 
(3.8) 
Ii : B+ LCi, l,(b)(t) = {[b, t]}, 
Lel,(a) - l,(f(a))(t) = 1 {[a, WI osts;, [f(a),2-2t] $StZl. 
The homotopy equivalence Ci = XA comes from collapsing the cone CB. In the 
process, Lel, - 1, f becomes homotopic to the inclusion map. 0 
Proposition 3.3. If y ’ : A+ OK is adjoint to y : ZA+ K, then the following 
diagram commutes : 
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Proof. E is the homotopy fibre of Bg, so E = {(k, 1) E K X LBF ) Bg(k) = l(1)). 
For p : C-+ E to exist, we must have r: * 2: Bgye. Then p(c) = (ye(c), r(c)) and 
(Y is defined by a(b) = E(b) - L(Bgy)Z,(b) E RBF = F. Now consider (~(f(a)) = 
fi(f(4) - L(Bgy)l,(f(a)). 
UhwMa) 
%4 f(4) 
0 &f(a) * U&yY,(f(a)) (3.9) 
Consider the homotopy F : I x I x A+ LL(BF), F(s, t)(u) = @l,(a)(s))(t). F 
looks like 
t 
LBw(4(a)(s)) 
* !L /(if(a))(t) 
* s 
It follows that L(Bgye)l, = l<if) rel(0, 1). Therefore, 
a(f) = <if> - W%+,(f) 
= Ww)4 - WgyMf) = gy’ , 
where y ’ = Oy(LeZ, - IIf). By Lemma 3.1, -y’(u)(t) = ~([a, t]). 0 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose in (3.6) that y = hl5f for some h : XB-+ K. Then there is 
a commutative diagram for some b 
u -(Bgh)’ 
B-F 
where (Bgh)’ is udjoint to Bgh. 
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Proof. If y = h_Zf then we may define b : C-+ F by p(c) = l(c) - L(Bgh)l,(c). 
Then jp = /l. Now 
&W) = I(W) - UBghY,(i(b)) 
= I(W) - L(&YY,(~) + UBuY,(b) - U&hYs(i(b)) 
= a(b) - L(BghSf)l,(b) - L(Bgh)Z,i(b) 
= a(b) - UBgh)(@, - Mb) 
= a(b) - (Bgh)‘(b) (by Lemma 3.1). 0 
Returning to diagram (3.6), by Proposition 3.3 there is a commutative diagram 
By Proposition 3.4 there is a commutative diagram 
(3.11) 
for some 7. As in (1.7), y is the triple adjoint of 7. Hence on cohomology 
(l@n)[Y] = (w~(E~~)O~)* - (Bgj’f,,L)(chi)*. (3.12) 
Now consider how (3.6) would need to be changed if we want to compute 
[a @ I][?]. Instead of c,,~ we would use c2,, : P, x Z+ 91. This would produce a 
new map f2, 1 :Xr\Xr\X+B’K’. 
Using these maps we obtain 
C(.Ji A iqnx A OX)) BKl 
‘(I A\fL) I 
z(z A 2) 
Ar1.1 I fi 7 
,2P,----+ B-E’ 
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Using Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 we obtain 
$qq_t A 1) = W3(FA3)ot - Bgj’f*,,(& . 
So (2 @ l)[r] = [w,(c”‘)O’]* - [Bgjf&(ch3)] and (2 @ l)[r] E im F* @I 
im u* @im (T*. Therefore, 
[T]EF,@ima*+PH*@H*. (3.14) 
Equations (3.12) and (3.14) imply 
This proves Theorem 1.1. 0 
4. Examples 
We now illustrate the use of Theorem 1.1 and demonstrate that it is the best 
possible result. The following example is due to Mike Slack. 
Consider the Lie group E, at the prime 2. By [5], 
with ax,, = x: @ x9, x,, = Sq’x,, = Sq8Sq4Sq2x,. There is the following factori- 
zation: 
sq’%q2 = sq%q3sq’ + sq4sq’“sq3 + Sq4SqhSqxSq2 , 
xl5 E ker(Sq’, Sq”, Sq%q*) . 
Let Bg : BK = K(Z,, 15)-+ BK, = K(Z,, 16,18,25) be defined by 
(&)*(~,d = Sq’~,, > (Bg)*(&) = Sq’i,, > (Bg)*(i,,) = Sq*Sq’i,, . 
Let BE be the homotopy fibre of Bg. 
K, 
I ni 
BE 
I BP 
BKB~ BK, (4.1) 
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It is not difficult to prove there exists an element Bu E H34(BE) with 
iBu = Sq2Bu @ Sq2Bu , (4.2) 
where Bu = Bp*(ils) and (Bj)*(Bu) = Sq16Sq3i,, + Sq4Sq13i,, + Sq4Sq6i,,. 
It follows that u = a*(Bu) has the property 
c(u) = u @ u ) u = a*(Bu) , 
j*(u) = Sq16Sq3i,, + Sq4Sq”i,, + Sq4Sq6i,, . 
By construction x,~ E H*(E,) lifts to BE 
(4.3) 
//f?+gB[ 
P&t E,- E,- 
‘? Bf BK 
Further, there is a commutative diagram 
(4.4) 
xflE6 A snE6~ BK 
The double adjoint of this diagram 
R2K, 
L2E6 A 0E, - fJK 
r(f) 
Hence 
by [l] becomes 
c(f”*u) = (f”*@~)Sq2u@Sq2u + c(f)*(a*u) 
= sq2U*(X,,) @ sq2C7*(Q 
+ y*(Sq16Sq3i,3 + Sq4Sq’“i,, + Sq”Sq’i,,) 
= (Y’ 63 (Y~ + Sq4Sq”y*(iz2) , 
since Sq’H*(R EC) = 0. It follows that (Y’ @ (Y’ E im Sq4Sq6y *(i22). 
(4.5) 
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BY 1101, 
We claim r*(iz,)~PH*(~nE,)~‘PH*(RE,). If so, then by (4.6) one checks 
that (PH*(flnE,) @ PH*(0nEh))22 h as a basis consisting of (+*(x9) @ IT*(x~~) and 
a*(~,,) 0 a*(~,). One checks that both of these terms are annihilated by Sq”Sq”. 
Further, one can check that y*(&) must have the following form, ~*(i~~) = 
a,(a3 @ CY’) + u2(~*@a3) + c, where one of the ai = 1 the other is zero and 
c E ker Sq4Sq6. This phenomenon can be explained in the following manner. 
Diagram (3.6) becomes 
x(x A s(fl4, A a&j)) r .a BK, 
rn(lAz-p) I _.-- _.-- 
_.-- 
qzz A i; 
Ri,=I.I I 
,B2E 
_--- -2 
_--- 
l 
fPCl.2 
> K(Z,, 16) 
1 
B% 
B’K, (4.7) 
7 already exists because B2gf g_Zc ,,2 = *, which is a stronger condition than 
3-fold decomposability. Further, since there are no transpotence elements and 
ix15 = xi 8x, we may choose f,,2 : X A X A X+ K(Z,, 15) to be trivial. It 
follows that (18 a)[y] = 0. 
so 
[jq E H*(RX) @ PH*(f2x) . (4.8) 
To compute (a @l)[r] note that f,,, : X A X A X-+ K(Z,, 15) satisfies [ f2,1] = 
x3 (23 x3 @3x9. The map w3 is still trivial. By (3.14), 
(a @ l)[T] = (0, 0, sq*sqQ @(Y 8 a”)) 
=(0,0,a~a2~‘(Y++22~(Y~x) 
=@CH)(CY3@2). 
so 
[T] E a3 @ a* + PH*(RX) @ H*(L?x). (4.9) 
Equations (4.8) and (4.9) imply [r] E a3 @ (Y’ + PH*(fiX) @ PH*(RX). 
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